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Question 1
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You receive a request to create a new page for Fusion users to enable them to see data about orders stored in Fusion Cloud Apps.

How will you fulfill this request?

Options: 
A- This is not possible, without SQL access to the Fusion database.

B- Spin up an instance of WebLogic and deploy a Visual Builder app on top of it.

C- Spin up a new instance of Visual Builder and deploy a stand-alone app.

D- This can be achieved with VB Studio in Fusion Apps.

Answer: 
D

Explanation: 



The best option to fulfill this request is to use VB Studio in Fusion Apps. This is a feature of Visual Builder Studio that allows you to

create AppUI extensions for Fusion Apps pages. You can use the same development platform that Oracle Cloud Applications are built

on, leveraging the Redwood design system, templates, patterns, and components. You can also access data from Fusion Apps using

the service catalog and deploy your extensions directly to your Fusion Apps instance.

Question 2
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which are the three out-of-the-box functionalities provided by Redwood for developing an application? (Choose three.)

Options: 
A- Telemetry and feedback

B- Localization

C- Caching services

D- Accessibility

E- Responsiveness



Answer: 
B, D, E

Explanation: 
The three out-of-the-box functionalities provided by Redwood for developing an application are:

Localization: Redwood supports multiple languages and locales, allowing you to create applications that can be easily translated and

adapted to different regions and cultures.

Accessibility: Redwood follows the Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.1 standards, ensuring that your applications are

accessible to people with disabilities and comply with legal requirements.

Responsiveness: Redwood adapts to different screen sizes and orientations, providing a consistent and optimal user experience across

devices.

Question 3
Question Type: MultipleChoice

You created a page based on the Foldout layout template.



How do you ensure that your customer can access it from a mobile phone?

Options: 
A- Develop a separate application for mobile devices with a different layout.

B- Add JavaScript to add responsive design to your page.

C- Do nothing. Responsive behavior will render the page properly on the device.

D- Switch to a new template that will fit into a mobile device size.

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 
The easiest way to ensure that your customer can access your page from a mobile phone is to do nothing. Responsive behavior will

render the page properly on the device. This is because Redwood design system is built with responsiveness in mind, meaning that it

adapts to different screen sizes and orientations automatically. The Foldout layout template, for example, will collapse the foldout panel

on smaller devices and show it as a modal dialog when triggered.



Question 4
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Jim has been working on some changes in a workspace but the project manager wants Tammy to continue the work Jim did.

How can they achieve this?

Options: 
A- Jim can change ownership of the existing workspace.

B- Jim needs to first commit and push his changes to the central Git branch for Tammy to create a new workspace.

C- Tammy can create a new workspace based on Jim's workspace.

Answer: 
C

Explanation: 
The best way to achieve this is to have Tammy create a new workspace based on Jim's workspace. A workspace is a private copy of the

code that you can work on without affecting other developers. You can create a new workspace from an existing one by selecting the

option ''Create Workspace From'' in Visual Builder Studio. This will copy all the changes from the source workspace to the new one,



allowing Tammy to continue the work Jim did.

Question 5
Question Type: MultipleChoice

What is the correct way to access data from Fusion Apps in your AppUI extension?

Options: 
A- Use a service from the service catalog.

B- Define a new service endpoint providing the direct service URL.

C- Establish a JDBC connection to the Oracle Fusion Apps database.

Answer: 
A

Explanation: 



The correct way to access data from Fusion Apps in your AppUI extension is to use a service from the service catalog. The service

catalog is a list of predefined service connections that are available for your AppUI extension. These service connections allow you to

access and manipulate data from Fusion Apps using REST APIs. You can browse the service catalog and select the service that

matches your data needs.

Question 6
Question Type: MultipleChoice

Which two tools allow UI/UX Designers to reuse Redwood's shared libraries and templates for projects and products? (Choose two.)

Options: 
A- Figma

B- UXPin

C- Adobe XD

D- Marvel

E- PowerPoint RDS



Answer: 
A, C

Explanation: 
The two tools that allow UI/UX Designers to reuse Redwood's shared libraries and templates for projects and products are Figma and

Adobe XD. These are popular design tools that support importing and exporting UI components, layouts, and styles. Redwood provides

a toolkit for Figma and a plugin for Adobe XD that enable designers to access and use Redwood's shared libraries and templates in their

projects.
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